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“

”

Dynamics 365 and the Power Platform are an attractive offer to clients. Having our 

trusted brand associated with the Microsoft technology approach is resonating. That is 

part of the reason Microsoft has become our largest global alliance.

—John Munnelly, Global Microsoft Dynamics Lead, KPMG

KPMG leverages Microsoft Business 

Apps to accelerate growth

KPMG, one of the Big Four global accounting organizations, started using 

Microsoft Business Applications for its clients in 2015. Since then, it has seen 

significant growth among customer interest because products from Microsoft 

are an excellent match to the KPMG approach to enterprise transformation.

“Microsoft Business Applications take advantage of the speed of the cloud, 

which has really changed the way we implement solutions,” says John 

Munnelly, Global Microsoft Dynamics Lead, KPMG. “Instead of trying to 

replicate what a customer used to do, we provide them with maturity models 

based on where their business and industry is and where they are going. 

Dynamics 365 and the Power Platform bring the flexibility and features for 

solutions that help get our clients to the right business maturity models.”

KPMG focuses heavily on the Microsoft Manage Financial Risk and Reduce 

Fraud sales plays. These integrate well with the KPMG Powered Finance 

offerings, which are part of the company’s Powered Enterprise strategy of 

delivering end-to-end business technology solutions. However, the 

organization’s expansive global firms’ client base leads it to use all the 

Microsoft sales play and related Dynamics 365 and Power Platform products.

Microsoft products 

Dynamics 365 Finance

Dynamics 365 Sales

Dynamics 365 Supply Chain 

Management

Power Apps
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200% growth YOY for 

both Revenue and People

2,500 Microsoft Certified 

Consultants 
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Netherlands (HQ)

Global operations

KPMG leverages Microsoft 

Business Applications to accelerate growth

Synopsis: The Care Quality Commission (CQC) is responsible 

for monitoring the quality of care across England. CQC had 

just begun working with KPMG in the UK to implement a new 

regulatory platform on Dynamics 365 when COVID-19 

spread across England, causing the rapid reprioritization to 

help national health agencies in England cope with the crisis. 

Results: KPMG quickly enabled CQC to deploy Microsoft 

Dynamics 365 Customer Voice to survey more than 10,000 

home care providers, which provided the results to all the 

relevant agencies to help coordinate responses and ensure 

care providers were getting needed support. 

Organization size

Large (219,000 employees)

Dynamics 365 Partner since

2015



KPMG firms offer clients what it calls the Powered Enterprise, which is a 

structured approach to delivering customer solutions that support 

enterprise transformations. That includes retiring legacy technologies, 

managing an evolving workforce, and complying with changing regulatory 

requirements.

The Powered Enterprise approach provides pre-configured models for 

finance, procurement, and HR, and offers solution configurations based on 

the 80/20 rule—80 percent of outcomes typically result from 20 percent of 

inputs—to give clients a fast start. The Microsoft Business Applications are 

ideal for this methodology because they help support competitive 

differentiation of the KPMG offerings.

“We’ve created pre-configured solutions that incorporate Dynamics 365 

applications so KPMG firms can customize each solution,” says Munnelly. 

“We can use Dynamics 365 Customer Service or Dynamics 365 Finance to 

provide a relevant model for the customer situation, and then modify it 

based on the specific business need.”

Power Platform acts as the glue that provides the connection points and 

framework for end-to-end transformations that KPMG calls the Connected 

Enterprise. The Common Data Service that underlies Microsoft Power Apps 

is especially important for enterprise-wide projects.  

“The Power Platform and Dynamics 365 are important tools in delivery of 

the connected enterprise and enabling comprehensive customer 

transformations,” Munnelly says. “They help connect the front, middle, and 

back office operations for clients and allow them to access information 

regardless of where it resides, rather than having it all in silos.”

He notes this also accelerates adoption of new solutions and reduces the 

time to production by allowing KPMG to simply modify pre-configured 

applications. Clients get their solutions built faster, and it shifts the focus 

from the solutions themselves to change management and helping clients 

adopt the solutions.

Blending Powered Enterprise 

with Microsoft Business Applications 

to advance customers’ businesses

“Companies want to automate a 

lot of their operations and are 

looking to gain deep insights 

into data. The combination of 

Microsoft Business Applications 

and the KPMG Powered 

Enterprise strategy will help 

deliver that.”

—John Munnelly

Global Microsoft Dynamics 

Lead, KPMG International 

Synopsis: Charles Sturt University (CSU) is one of the largest 
regional universities in Australia that had been operating a 
legacy CRM that was siloed, hard to update, and wasn’t as 
secure as they needed. CSU sought a platform capable of 
driving transformational change with student and alumni 
engagement. 
Results: KPMG Australia worked with CSU to deploy 
Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement as their new CRM, 
while leveraging Azure to deliver stronger security, and a 
series of Power Apps to enable better student experiences. 



KPMG firms have seen C-level interest in continuous improvement of 

enterprise operations accelerate during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Organizations running legacy IT in the office experienced serious 

problems. Whereas companies that had embraced the cloud were in 

far better positions to adapt to a rapidly changing workplace 

environment, with remote and mobile computing becoming essential 

for uninterrupted business operations.

“Microsoft Business Applications are ideal for addressing these types 

of customer challenges because they support agility, rapid 

development, and continuous improvement,” says Munnelly. 

“Businesses can no longer set and forget solutions. And the cloud-

based nature of the Microsoft solutions supports this. Microsoft 

updates its Dynamics 365 and Power Platform technologies regularly, 

and clients can leverage that to rapidly evolve and adapt.” 

The combination of KPMG’s Powered Enterprise strategy with 

Microsoft Business Applications has led to 200 percent growth in 

KPMG’s Microsoft Business Applications business. And KPMG firms 

now have more than 2,500 Microsoft Certified Consultants, up from 

1,000 in 2018. 

“We’re seeing a lot of change in what C-level executives look for,” 

Munnelly says. “Companies want to automate a lot of their operations 

and are looking to gain deep insights into data. Microsoft Business 

Applications and our Powered Enterprise offering can help deliver 

that.”

Microsoft solutions help deliver 

200 percent growth
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“Since 2015, our Microsoft 

alliance has continued to 

deepen. Now our sector 

professionals work closely with 

Microsoft’s sector people to 

come up with innovative 

solutions for joint customer 

success. It’s been a constant 

evolution, built on trust, for 

both organizations..” 

—John Munnelly

Global Microsoft Dynamics 

Lead, KPMG International 


